We show that the simple interaction of spatial optical solitons in nematic liquid crystals with dielectric particles preserves in most cases the self-confinement of these robust nonlinear self-trapped beams, also known as nematicons. Employing spherical defects such as air bubbles and glass spheres, we report on the experimental observation of total internal reflection as well as refractive deflection of nematicons, with angular changes as large as nearly 90°. We also show multiple reflections and the interaction of a particle with two counterpropagating nematicons.
INTRODUCTION
Bright optical spatial solitons have been investigated in a large variety of dielectric media with diverse nonlinearities [1, 2] , including Kerr and Kerr-like media from gas to semiconductors to glasses to organics [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , thermo-optic and photorefractive materials [9, 10] , parametric crystals [11] [12] [13] , lattices [14] , random media [15, 16] , etc. In liquid crystals, particularly in the nematic phase, they have attracted a great deal of interest in both thermal and reorientational regimes [17] [18] [19] [20] , including more recently the synergetic combination of electronic (local, instantaneous) and reorientational (nonlocal, noninstantaneos) nonlinearities [21, 22] . Such growing interest in spatial solitons in nematic liquid crystals (NLCs), namely nematicons, stems from their robustness and stability, owing to a saturable refractive index in conjunction with a high nonlocality [23, 24] ; such features make nematicons good candidates for future alloptical interconnects with light-induced waveguides able to guide optical information and undergo reconfiguration by externally controlled or embedded perturbations. The ability to modify the path of a spatial soliton in NLCs enables optical signals to be routed, steered, and deflected in readdressable configurations. Nematicon routing has been reported by means of external voltages [25, 26] , external beams [27] [28] [29] , interactions with other nematicons [30] [31] [32] [33] , interactions with interfaces [34] [35] [36] [37] and cell boundaries [38] , and selfacceleration [39, 40] . Since scattering losses have a detrimental effect on the propagation of beams in NLCs, limited propagation lengths are among the relevant design issues in nematicon-based interconnects. Therefore, it becomes also important to reduce the overall size of a given device configuration and, to this extent, to exploit nematicon robustness to achieve sharp bends while maintaining the inherent guidedwave properties of the associated waveguides.
In this paper we report on our experimental work on nematicon steering and routing by the interaction with finite dielectric perturbations, as induced by the presence of, e.g., glass spheres and air bubbles. Such dielectric particles, introduced in the volume of NLCs filling a planar cell, distort the distribution of the molecular director and cause the spatial soliton to either bend due to the gradient in the refractive index or undergo total internal reflection (TIR) due to the presence of an interface. We present a comprehensive selection of soliton-particle interactions including a few novel configurations with multiple particles/beams, and a simple model of the underlying physics in agreement with the measurements.
SAMPLE, PARTICLES, AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
For the experiments, we used planar cells realized by polycarbonate slides held parallel to one another and separated by 100 μm in order to contain the 6CHBT NLCs. In the visible spectrum and at room temperature T 23°C, the latter mixture exhibits refractive indices n ∥ 1.6718 and n ⊥ 1.5225 for extraordinary and ordinary waves, respectively. The cell structure is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The planar interfaces between polycarbonate and NLCs provide molecular anchoring by means of mechanical rubbing, ensuring that the elongated molecules are oriented with the main axis in the plane y; z of the slides at an angle Θ 0 π∕4 with the input wavevector k along z. The entrance of the cell is sealed by a thin glass slide rubbed along y in order to prevent the formation of a meniscus and the consequent light depolarization.
In NLCs, the reorientational response stems from the torque induced by the (extraordinarily polarized) electric field of the beam on the main axis the molecules, the so-called molecular director. The latter corresponds to the optic axis of the uniaxial medium. Hence, the nonlinearity affects the orientation angle of the director θ, which becomes a nonlinear function of the input beam power P, i.e., θ Θ 0 ΔθP.
The nonlinear evolution of an extraordinary-wave light beam propagating in the paraxial regime in the cell midplane (x 0) can be described by [41, 42] 
Δn 2 e A 0;
(1)
where A is the amplitude of the magnetic field polarized along x, λ is the wavelength, D y is the diffraction coefficient along y,
2 0 cos 2 δ with Z 0 the vacuum impedance and K the elastic (Frank) constant in the scalar approximation, n 0 is the linear extraordinary-wave index n 0 f Θ 0
, and Δn 2 e n 2 e − n 2 0 is the increase in dielectric susceptibility due to the nonlinear response with n e f θ. δ is the birefringent walkoff angle incurred by the Poynting vector of an extraordinary wave with respect to the wavevector; it is useful to recall here that
Monochromatic nematicons were injected into the cell using a cw laser oscillating at wavelength λ 532 nm, focusing the linearly polarized bell-shaped beam with a 10× microscope objective. The input polarization was controlled by a half-wave plate and set along y (E∥y) in order to launch extraordinary waves and induce all-optical reorientation in the plane y; z.
The beam evolution (in intensity) was monitored by imaging the out-of-plane light scattering with a microscope and a CCD camera. The beams launched in the cell with k∥z formed solitons at input powers P 3.5 mW and propagated with Poynting vector walking off at δ ≃ 5°with respect to z due to the large birefringence of our positive uniaxial [43] . Figure 2 compares the acquired images of ordinarily (a) and extraordinarily (b) polarized input beams of powers P 3.5 mW propagating in a defect-free cell. Clearly, only the extraordinary polarization gives rise to reorientation and self-confined propagation, forming a nematicon that travels at an angle δ ≃ 5°with respect to its input wavevector.
To investigate the interaction of nematicons with dielectric defects and interfaces, we employed either glass spheres or air bubbles. The spheres, realized in borosilicate glass with refractive index 1.5 in the visible, were chosen with diameters ≤85 μm in order to maintain the cell planarity when placed between the cell interfaces. The air bubbles were injected with the aid of a syringe and had a cylindrical shape with nearly circular radii either R 1 270 μm or R 2 529 μm in the plane y; z. Figure 1(b) is a sketch of either type of defects in the cell. When a nematicon propagated close to a sphere or a bubble, its trajectory bent toward it, resulting in soliton deflection, as sketched in Fig. 1(c) . As visible in Fig. 3 for the glass spheres, such variation in trajectory always corresponds to the behavior in the vicinity of a positive lens, with deviation related to the relative distance d between the nematicon axis and the particle boundary [see Fig. 1(c) ]. An analogous behavior was observed with reference to nematicons interacting with air bubbles, as displayed in Fig. 4 [36] . (c) Top sketch of a planar cell with a dielectric particle of radius R, molecular director n aligned along Θ 0 , and a couple of extraordinarily polarized solitary beams launched with k∥z undergoing interaction with the particle (angular deviation α) and birefringent walkoff at angle δ; d is the relative distance between the nematicon axis and the particle boundary. We also investigated the interaction of a nematicon impacting the bubble surface at incidence angles larger than the critical value, as visible in Fig. 5 : as the spatial soliton tends to cross the dielectric interface, it undergoes TIR (see also [34, 36, 37] ), with overall steering angles larger than π∕2. Noteworthy, due to the particular alignment of the optic axis with respect to the nematicon wavevector, the soliton keeps traveling as a light ray even after the sharp deviation (Fig. 5) , demonstrating once again its robustness and selfconfined character. The angular deviation of the nematicon due to such frustrated bouncing takes place over propagation distances on the order of 10 μm, thereby allowing the layout of compact and all-optically controllable guided-wave circuits.
DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to quantify the deviation of nematicons interacting with the curved surfaces of the localized dielectric perturbations (particles), we measured the angular deviation α versus separation d [see Fig. 1(c) ]. Figure 6 shows the results for four different series of experiments in the case of air bubbles. For large distances d > 10 μm, the deviation α decays exponentially with d, i.e., α ∼ exp−d∕D. The decay constant D was obtained by a least-square best fit; its values are reported in the captions of Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). A similar trend applies to the case of glass particles. This exponential decay is qualitatively consistent with the prediction of the effective particle theory applied to a soliton interacting with an attracting defect. The effective attractive force moves the nematicon trajectory toward the interface and away from a straight line due to the interaction of the tails of the soliton field profile with the boundary.
For smaller distances d < 5 μm the angular deviation αd increases and reaches a maximum. This is more evident in the case of smaller bubbles (R 270 μm) [ Fig. 6(b) ] and is asymmetric with respect to the direction from which the nematicon approaches the particle perimeter, i.e., either from above or below as in Figs To better understand the underlying physics, we need to address reorientation of the NLCs in the presence of the extraneous boundaries introduced by the particles. In the following we make explicit reference to the air bubble and assume that the organic nematic molecules lie in the y; z plane of the polycarbonate slides, with the bubble having a perfect cylindrical shape. Its radius R is much larger than the cell thickness, so the orientation angle Θ of the molecular director n (the optic axis) is given by the two-dimensional boundary-value Laplace problem, ∂ 2 z Θ ∂ 2 x Θ 0. Since data on the alignment of 6CHBT molecules on air surfaces are not available in literature, we consider the two limiting cases of planar and homeotropic anchoring, asymptotically decaying to the prealignment value far from the particle, Θ → Θ 0 π∕4. Figure 7(a) shows the results of the numerical integration of the Poisson integral in the former case, whereas Fig. 7(c) presents the results for the corresponding refractive index distortion [36] . The same geometry applies to the spheres provided beam propagation takes place in the equatorial plane x 0; y; z containing the center of the sphere. Figure 7 is in good agreement with the experimental results reported in Fig. 4 , emphasizing the formation of regions with increased (red) refractive index above and below the particle in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) . Such perturbed regions cause the nematicon deviation as attraction takes place [see Fig. 1(c) ]. Moreover, the typical transverse scale of such refractive changes depends on the particle radius R (see scaling in Fig. 7) , i.e., larger particles extend their influence to larger distances d, consistently with our observation (see Fig. 5 ). Conversely, the other limiting case of homeotropic alignment [Figs. 7(b) and 7(d)] would determine a decrease in index and repulsion, not observed in our experiments. This indicates that planar alignment is a better approximation to the actual director distribution induced in the medium by the air bubble. Finally, the above discussion applies equally well to the case of glass spheres, despite their different index and solid-state composition. The latter particles, however, could be treated to provide different molecular anchoring and induce other types of director distribution at the boundaries, with a wealth of other effects to be explored in future work.
MULTIPLE PARTICLES AND MULTIPLE SOLITONS
Having demonstrated and understood bending and sharp reflections of a spatial soliton waveguide interacting with dielectric particles, we carried out some further experiments using an individual nematicon and two particles, as well as two counterpropagating nematicons and a single particle.
Employing two air bubbles with radii R 1 ≈ 550 μm and R 2 ≈ 680 μm and soliton incidence above critical angle, we achieved double TIR of a soliton upon interaction with two nearly spaced particles (Δy ≈ 430 μm), as displayed in Fig. 8 . The soliton undergoes a first reflection with angular deviation on the order of π∕2, and then it propagates in a self-confined fashion toward the second interface and undergoes another reflection on the order of π∕2, with an unsurpassed overall deviation of j3π∕4j j − π∕2j and a significant transverse displacement across y. Another striking result was obtained using two counterpropagating nematicons. In the latter case, if the two copolarized (extraordinary waves) input beams are excited with collinear wavevectors (i.e., k and −k) or collinear Poynting vectors in opposite directions, they are known to be able to form bound states of vector spatial solitons at suitable powers [32] . Such a vector soliton with counterpropagating components was generated in our sample and its evolution was studied versus distance d from an air bubble, as summarized in Figs. 9(a)-9(d). In Fig. 9 (a) the two beams form a vector nematicon traveling far enough from the bubble surface to remain unperturbed. Due to high birefringence in our unbiased cell, the two counterpropagating nematicons propagate with walkoff with respect to z and bend in opposite transverse directions [32] . As d is progressively reduced [Figs. 9(b) and 9(c)], however, the two counterpropagating nematicons are individually attracted by the particle and such transverse force prevails on the binding force, thereby separating the two counterpropagating components and bending them according to our previous results for single solitons. When d takes small or negative values, the two individual nematicons both undergo TIR with α ≈ π∕2 from the particle boundary, as visible in Fig. 9(d) . Noteworthy, in this novel configuration a (vector) soliton waveguide is reconfigured into two sharply bent waveguides with axes nearly orthogonal to the original one.
CONCLUSIONS
Interaction of soliton-induced waveguides in NLCs with dielectric particles provides an avenue toward the layout of compact and readdressable guided-wave interconnects and circuits. Using bias-free cells with planarly oriented NLCs, we experimentally investigated nematicon bending due to propagation in the vicinity of glass spheres and air bubbles, showing that deflection is affected by attractive forces in conjunction with the inherent walkoff. The corresponding angular steering is larger when walkoff "pushes" the beam toward the particle and when the relative distance d is reduced, consistently with a simple planar approximation for the boundary-induced distortion in the distribution of the optic axis. Solitons impacting the particle can undergo TIR and deviation even larger than π∕2 over distances of a few micrometers, allowing a whole novel family of reconfigurable guided-wave geometries with several reflections and/or several soliton waveguides.
